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THE EDITOR’S PAGE 
 

 

The Forest is a place of wonderful contrasts.  I was struck by this when 

visiting the riverine woodland that cuts through Kings Hat on a sunny 

Saturday morning.  The silence was broken by the distant conversation 

of occasional walkers and the drone of flights departing Hurn Airport.  

It was a tranquil spot.  Yet the atmosphere was resonating with the 

strident outcry of the latest cycling event, and overhung with anxiety as 

to what the Queen’s Speech may indicate about Government policy for 

the future management of the two unique Forests, here and in the Dean. 

Since then, the clamour over the first has somewhat subsided, though it 

cannot be said that the situation is anywhere near tranquil, while the 

latter continues uncertain.  However, the Infrastructure Bill is currently 

going through Parliament and will almost inevitably include the 

unwritten item in most Bills ‒ the Law of Unintended Consequences.   
 

So I’m delighted to welcome to our columns this month Martin Rand 

who is the Botanical Society of Britain and Ireland Recorder for South 

Hampshire.  Martin is the joint author of the Hampshire Rare Plant 

Register published in 2011 and has extensive knowledge of the Forest’s 

botany.   His early statement “the Forest is a key site for wild plants, not 
just in Britain but in Europe and the wider world; and history here and 
abroad over the last few hundred years has only made it more so” 

bears sober reflection.  It should produce real determination to ensure 

that it remains key for the generations to come. 
 

There is still much that is unknown about the Forest.  There is a lot 

more recording of species to be done, not simply to list them all but to 

determine their spread and how best to conserve them.   Richard Austin 

who is heading up the Mammal Society’s recording project in the south-

east is the son of one of our members.   We know in broad terms what 

mammals are in the Forest and its surrounds, but 

where are they?  The new Mammal Tracker app 

enables participation in the creation of the new atlas  

and, who knows, your contribution may well show 

that we don’t know as much as we thought we did.   

 

Graham Long 
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.DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 
 Events and Activities in 2014 

 

Wednesday 16 July   Frohawk Walk led by Dr June Chatfield 
Hopefully we shall see Silver-washed Fritillaries, including the variety after 
which the great entomologist named his daughter Valezina.  July 16 was his 
birthday and this walk is to be led by his biographer and well known 
Hampshire naturalist.  Meet at Standing Hat car park at 11.30 a.m.  Grid ref. 
SU314036.  Approx. 2 hours.   As this walk will be weather dependent, please 
notify Graham Long (details on back cover) if you plan to join the party. 
 

Sunday 5 October   NFA Barbecue    
Forestry Commission barbecue site at Anderwood. The site lies off Lyndhurst 
Road which runs between Burley village and the A35 in the direction of 
Lyndhurst at Grid ref. SU249058. Join us for a guided walk at 11.00 a.m. 
before the barbecue starts at 1.00 p.m. Bring your own barbecue food and 
drink.  Visitors welcome.  Contact: geoff.barnes56@googlemail.com or 
secretary@newforestassociation.co.uk 
 

Annual Shows 
  

We shall again have a stand at shows during the summer season.    We do 
need volunteers for these.  If you can help, please contact Mike Chilcott, our 
Honorary Secretary, whose details are given inside the rear cover. The Shows 
we shall attend are as follows:   

 

The New Forest Show    
Tuesday 29 July, Wednesday 30 July and Thursday 31 July 

  

 Frogham Fair 
Saturday, 23 August 

 

Romsey Show    
Saturday 13 September  

 

We are always delighted to meet members attending the shows, so 
please do come along and introduce yourselves to our volunteers on 
the stalls. 
 

For up-to-date details, or late alterations to any of the arrangements given 
above, please consult our website www.newforestassociation.org 

mailto:geoff.barnes56@googlemail.com
mailto:secretary@newforestassociation.co.uk
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LYMINGTON SALT WALK 
 

Pete Durnell, the County Council’s Countryside Manager, led a 

delightful two hour ‘walk and talk’ on the Lymington Keyhaven 

Marshes in March. We heard that the area may have been used by the 

Romans to produce salt, and certainly has since the medieval period. 

The process of natural evaporation to produce brine and then boiling to 

finish the process was well explained. A naturally occurring shrimp 

helped remove the impurities before the final stages. The Marshes were 

purchased by a far sighted County Council in the 1970s and 80s and are 

now managed, along with a number of others in the County, by Pete. 

His enthusiasm and knowledge 

made for a rewarding experience, 

even for those of us who walk there 

from time to time. 
 

Lymington grew wealthy on the salt 

trade which was at its peak in the 

18th century. Easier extraction in 

Cheshire and unfavourable taxation 

led to its decline until the last salt 

pan was worked in 1865. Since then, 

fish and oyster farming have played 

a part; there was even a golf course 

before the sea soaked the greens. 

Today recreation and conservation 

work hand in hand.  A sailing club 

uses one of the lagoons, and public 

access is along the seawall and 

numerous pathways.  Grazing by 

New Forest ponies and cattle keeps 

the scrub down, and oak trees grow on the margins. 
 

The balance of salinity has ensured a habitat with a wide range of  

resident and migrant birds throughout the year. Amongst those seen 

were Teal, the remnant of some two thousand present earlier in the 

winter, and Canada and Brent geese. Oystercatchers were searching the 

mud as was the Little Egret which used its bright yellow feet to stir up 

The Spotted Redshank 

Tringa erythropus 

seen at Keyhaven. 
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the fish before darting forward for a tasty mouthful. Curlew were heard 

and seen on the distant mudflats. Closer to the shore we heard 

Chiffchaff and Great Tits, but the surprise of the day was a Spotted 

Redshank. We had an excellent view of this rare bird as it waded 

through one of the lagoons. It doesn't breed in this country and fewer 

than a hundred are known to overwinter in the UK. 

Peter Roberts 

 

VISIT TO TRAFALGAR PARK,  
DOWNTON 

 

It's difficult to find this 18th century county house on the western 

escarpment near Downton.  To gain a glimpse it is necessary to either 

wade through public footpaths on a dairy farm south of Nunton or sit 

upstairs on the X3 bus from Salisbury and look east as you pass Josef's 

legendary burger van.  It was thus with much anticipation that 18 NFA 

members and guests arrived at the gate lodge on a glorious spring day 

for a private visit.  The visit was preceded by a look at Standlynch 

Chapel and a picnic by the fine weir with its salmon leap. 
 

The unused chapel down in the valley had been opened for the occasion 

and stands in a graveyard that is awash with daffodils in April; it 

possesses a fine yew and the graves of 

several members of the Nelson family. 
 

After a picnic close to the weir, we 

returned to Trafalgar Park via the woods 

that shield it from view and were met by 

the current owner who was gracious 

enough to show us around and outline 

the history of Standlynch.  The village 

of Standlynch had thrived around the 

Church since Saxon times but it did not 

long survive the creation of Standlynch 

House in 1733, as its owner found it 

disturbed the vista and moved it across 

the river to become Charlton All Saints.  

This move, and the varying religious beliefs of owners of Standlynch 

House,  caused the status of the church to change and it is now a private 

The interior of  

Standlynch Church. 
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chapel.  The layout of the house reflects its initial use as a country 

retreat (second home) for entertaining.  Using the best contemporary 

architects, the wings and portico were added by a later owner to 

establish a house suitable for permanent residence. 
 

In 1813 an Act of Parliament enabled Standlynch Estate to be 

purchased for Admiral Lord Nelson's heirs along with an income of 

£5000 p.a. (around £200,000 today).  The correspondence between 

Westminster and Nelson's descendants, who lacked their forebear's 

charisma, to retain the stipend and avoid death duties was to no avail.  

After the second war, another Act of Parliament ceased the payment 

and Nelson's descendants were forced to sell in 1948.  Subsequently the 

estate was absorbed into the neighbouring Longford Estate and the 

house sold on.  Without land it 

was no longer possible to sustain 

the house and redevelopment of 

the site became a possibility. 
 

In 1995, Trafalgar Park was 

rescued by its current owner 

Michael Wade, a far-sighted city 

businessman determined to see its 

former glory restored.  After 

twenty years’ hard work the 

central 1733 section, south wing 

and gardens have been 

sympathetically restored as a family home.  Mr Wade's enthusiasm for 

this labour of love was infectious, inspiring NFA members present to 

continue to seek to preserve their own environment, heritage and 

traditions.  It is now a wonderful venue for weddings and corporate 

events. 
 

We behaved ourselves and it would be possible to repeat the visit if 

enough members request it.  I also visited neighbouring Longford 

Castle recently with its outstanding collection of Tudor and other 

artwork. Again a return visit could be made if there is enough request 

for one. 
 

Graham Baker 
 

 

Trafalgar House 

‒ view from the garden. 
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UNPACKING THE LANDSCAPE OF  
ROYDON WOODS  

 

Guided by Martin Boxall, Roydon Woods Reserves Officer, and Ben 

Hobbs, 17 members met in mid-May to explore the landscape of this 

1,000 acre reserve gifted to the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife 

Trust in 1978.   Because it is a reserve, many people will walk through 

it concentrating on the wildlife, and so missing the very varied aspects 

of its landscape and archaeology.  There are said to be 1,800 features 

worthy of note scattered throughout it.   
 

These include traces of Victorian country house living and the 

contrasting cottager’s existence marked now by Solomon’s seal in the 

bankside, to the meticulously built culvert just up the road from the 

track-side plot barely four metres wide that was once a small holding 

supporting a family.   
 

Buried beneath our feet was evidence of the use these woods were put 

to in the run up to D-Day.  Concertina road membranes still in place 

after all these years break the 

surface from time to time, a moss 

covered brick plinth shows where 

a hut stood and a circular grassy 

patch in the trees hides the concrete base of the water tower that 

supplied the troops stationed here for embarkation.  Within a short time 

afterwards, the camp was dismantled, leaving no record of what was 

here. 
 

The reserve includes a surprising acreage of meadows.  We paused in a 

gateway to consider the significance of a line of large oaks spaced 

through two of them.    We were told that they marked the original field 

The party thinks back to the impact  

of D-Day on Roydon Woods. 
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boundaries that had been pushed back into the woodland by a former owner to 

double their size.     
 

Martin and Ben also provided insight into the management philosophy for the 

reserve, and told us about their approach to felling, and many other matters.   

They gave us a most informative and enjoyable tour. But one thing must be 

added.  The reserve has to be funded.  Much of the felled timber is sold.  

Some can be purchased as logs or for kindling.  However, specialist craftsmen 

work on some and can produce a wide range of articles, from things entirely 

practical and utilitarian to those that are simply decorative.  They can make 

items to commission once they have been given a description or design.  

Using their skills is a valuable way in which to support both Roydon Woods 

and the wider work of the Wildlife Trust.  It’s sensible to check that someone 

will be in the yard before calling in.  Martin can be contacted by phone on 

07970 564525 and by email at martinb@hwt.org.uk                                                 

Graham Long 
      

A BURLEY WALK IN JUNE 
 

Dionis Macnair treated nine members to her own personal tour of the by-

waters of Burley on a glorious June day. We gathered in the car park opposite 

the cricket pitch, to hear about the unique soils that underlie Burley: sand, 

gravel and the famous Burley Rock used as an early building material.  Arthur 

Hugh Clough jnr, 1859-1943 (his father was the poet of the same name), and 

his sister, the suffragist Blanche Athena Clough, influenced Burley society as 

well as the village’s architectural style.  An amateur architect, Arthur designed 

and constructed Castle Top, and a series of cottages built on a 'community' 

precept, with the elderly in the middle of the building, younger families on 

each side, and the children at either end, coming backwards and forwards to 

help with chores and preventing the elders from loneliness. Most of the 

surviving Clough cottages are in Garden Road. We were taken behind the 

Burley Cider tea rooms on a footpath to Shappen Farm, a 'typical Forest 

commoner's holding' complete with midden and corrugated tin roof, of which 

there are so few remaining, and then out onto Shappen Bottom, via the 

encroachment cottages of Goatspen, to find a well which supplied locals until 

mains water arrived in the 1950s. We saw the site of Burleytoys (Eaton & 

Munby Ltd), a factory that flourished in the 1930s, and a hockey pitch, and 

discussed the lack of earthworms which now threatens the future of pasture 

woodlands, overgrowth of bracken, path erosion, litter and ragwort. A 

wonderful morning.  Many thanks, Dionis. 
 

(Pictures on back cover)                                                                    Georgina Babey 
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FALLOW DEER 
By John K Fawcett 

 

A previous article identified fallow as much the most abundant of five 

deer species in the New Forest.  Measuring how abundant, however, is 

fraught with problems.   
 

Large populations are far more difficult to census, worse with a mobile 

species.  Worse still, fallow move to and fro between the Forest and 

private land: a herd counted one day might not be there the next; and 

vice versa.  So no apology is needed for only approximating the New 

Forest population to 1500, which could be nearer 1000 or 2000 – 

though probably not!  
 

What is certain is that in the New Forest fallow flourish extremely well  

– better than other deer – much to the chagrin of those seeking to 

control numbers.   After the Deer Removal Act was passed in 1851, 

fallow, the only deer then present except for a few red, were effectively 

exterminated; but they soon returned from neighbouring lands and 

proliferated. 
  

Most people have little difficulty in identifying fallow even though they 

are the only deer with four colour varieties: common (greatly 

predominant and so not the misnomer it is for many species),   so-called  

Colour varieties of fallow deer.   

Menil differ from the common variety in having a paler coat,  

and the dorsal tail and ‘horseshoe’ are brown instead of black. 
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‘white’ (not pink-eyed albinos), ‘black’ (not quite), and menil (paler 

than the common variety; most frequent in deer parks but rarest of all 

here).   
 

For adults where there are no sika to confuse, the common fallow’s 

dappled coat in summer is diagnostic; the winter coat is very dark 

dorsally, paler laterally and cream ventrally.  From the rear – the 

careless observer’s usual glimpse – the long tail (15cm) is black above 

and white below, and the white rump is delineated by a dark horseshoe.   
 

Annual Cycles 
 

Male deer of most species have antlers, which are cast and regrown 

annually in contrast to the permanent horns of other ungulates.  Mature 

fallow bucks have palmate (flattened hand-

shaped) antlers distinct from the spikes 

branching from sika and red deer heads.  

Fallow antlers are cast each year mostly 

between mid-April (older bucks) and  mid-

May (younger), regrowth starting 

immediately beneath skin aptly named 

‘velvet’.  This is ‘cleaned’ around the last 

two weeks of August by ‘fraying’ on 

vegetation and slender trees, prompting 

clever foresters to plant willow or other 

fraying stock to distract from young timber.  

Fraying sometimes continues into the rut for 

display purposes.  Therefore this is usually 

in conspicuous places and thus exaggerates 

the impression of damage done.  In practice, 

it merely anticipates some of the deliberate 

thinning the crop will require. 

Bucks live apart from does and youngsters 

most of the year but in the rut they make 

belching grunts (confusingly called ‘groaning’), attracting does to them 

in traditional locations rather than herding them together.   
 

Nine-tenths of does become pregnant and have a single fawn annually.  

(A fawn becomes a yearling at twelve months, which becomes an adult 

Bucks in June,  

with growing antlers in 

velvet.  The buck with 

single spikes is probably  

just one year old, but 

otherwise antler size is not 

an accurate measure of age. 
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at twenty-four.)  Most fallow fawns are born in the first three weeks of 

June and so it would be very exceptional for any to conceive before the 

rut of the following year, in mid-late October.   
 

Fawns usually remain hidden for 

a week or more, then increasingly 

follow their mothers which form 

small groups by mid-July.  Play 

chasing by several fawns 

sometimes happens in places like 

Queens Meadow but peters out by 

October.  After the rut, suckling 

continues occasionally into 

November although usually the 

mother rejects attempts; links 

between mother and offspring become obscured in the anonymity of the 

herd. 
 

Population Control 
 

Mankind has exterminated every significant predator here except our 

own species but many deer are killed by our vehicles and dogs, often 

unknown to handlers allowing 

them off-lead.  We are entitled, 

however, to enjoy venison as a 

particularly healthy meat, perhaps 

satisfying also our spiritual health 

when comparing the life of a wild 

deer, humanely shot, with the 

lives and deaths of some sources 

of meat. 
 

We are told too repetitively, 

however, that populations of prey 

are controlled by predators.  But 

it requires little thought to 

recognise that numbers of 

predators are controlled by the availability of prey.  So deer numbers 

reduce when their ‘prey’ (forage) runs low.  Such control by 

If you spot a newborn fawn, promptly 

withdraw and the mother will return. 

Adult fallow buck during the rut,  

when leg may have been injured. 
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malnutrition is uncommon now in Britain because of human 

intervention.  It happened previously, for example when the New 

Forest’s recorded 9532 fallow and 509 red deer in 1673 slumped next 

year to 5998 and 303, mainly ‘because there happened a great rot 

amongst the deer’.  Nowadays our role as the remaining predator of 

deer, for our own benefit, converges with the desire to regulate numbers 

for the good of their own species.  But a later article will demonstrate a 

fascinating exception unique to the New Forest. 
 

Each year, numbers of fallow to be shot should take into account the 

estimated numbers of fawns born, natural mortality plus that due to 

dogs and motorists, and net immigration from around the Forest.   Most 

of the fallow dividing their time between Forest and private ground are 

shot on Crown Land; the degree of immigration varies according to the 

changing balance of populations between the two.  So numbers to be 

shot by the Forestry Commission cannot be calculated simply from the 

believed size of population and number of fawns born.  Fallow is the 

most complicated of the deer species to manage logically, as is reflected 

in the Forestry Commission’s levels of skill and success.   
 

Knowledgeable New Forest deer observers, some representing the 

British Deer Society, agree with sensible reduction of the fallow 

population but some Forestry Commission aspirations provoked 

controversy.  In contrast to objectives, however, there has been repeated 

failure to achieve targets for reduction based on the visual censuses 

conducted each year.  Because ‒ predictably ‒ some deer were 

unnoticed, correction factors were applied.  Failure to comprehend their 

use contributed to confused presentations to the Commission’s Deer 

Management Liaison Group.    
 

Sadly, study of the population 

dynamics of fallow cannot be 

the more precise science 

possible for some other New 

Forest deer, to be explained in 

later articles. 

Bucks preparing a trial of strength. 
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WHAT MAKES THE NEW FOREST  
IMPORTANT FOR PLANTS? 

by Martin Rand 
 

Ask a non-specialist plant lover to name a British wildflower spectacle, 

and the answer is likely to be a bluebell wood, a hay meadow of the 

Pennine dales in midsummer, the seasonal colours of the chalk 

downland, or a rocky coast draped in thrift, campions and vetches. 

Perhaps he or she will also remember the honey-laden intoxication of 

late summer on southern heathlands, but for much of the year the 

impression the visitor will take away from the New Forest is a subtle 

and subdued patchwork of greens and browns. 
 

And yet ... the Forest is a key site for wild plants, not just in Britain but 

in Europe and the wider world; and history here and abroad over the last 

few hundred years has only made it more so. Some reasons for its 

importance are down to its natural setting, some are cultural, and these 

come together to make a place that is unique. 
 

We occupy a special place at the edge of Europe 
 

Although we rightly treasure our downland, our mountains and many 

other features of our varied landscape, many represent outposts of 

natural plant communities that are richer and more diverse elsewhere; 

the last Ice Age and its aftermath account for this. 
 

Yellow Centuary  

(Cicenda filiformis)  

is a tiny example of the special flora  

of the western European seaboard.   

It is entirely dependent on the short turf  

and open ground created  

by the grazing of heavy animals,  

and by disturbance. 
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But the mild ‘Atlantic’ winters and cool wet ‘Oceanic’ summers of our 

seaboards, especially in the west and south, have given rise to a special 

range of plant communities scattered like an archipelago down the 

western edge of Europe, from southern Scandinavia to Portugal.   It was 

always fragmented because of local geology and other factors, but 

human and economic pressures have shrunk it further. Woodlands rich 

in ‘lower’ plants (mosses, liverworts, ferns) and lichens are a key 

element, and on the far western coasts have been called our temperate 

rainforest. Heathlands, acid grasslands and mires are also 

internationally important features. 
 

Because in Hampshire we sit in a warm spot isolated from the harsher 

climate and poorer soils of the upland west, we have a special place in 

this pattern.  Much of our most notable flora is often referred to as 

‘Mediterranean-Atlantic’, and has a distinctiveness found only in a few 

areas even within this narrow coastal region. 
 

We have a special history  
 

Once it would not have been so remarkable. Marginal lands (remote, 

exposed, infertile or hard to drain) long ceased to be wilderness in most 

of Europe. Instead, the primeval wild beasts of these places gave way to 

a low-intensity pastoral farming system that took many forms. As 

societies became more settled, the rights that went with ownership of  

land were often separated 

from the rights to use land 

(‘rights of common’), and 

the latter were then 

staunchly upheld by the 

commoners despite the 

harshness of the subsistence 

farming life.  Everything 

that could be exploited in 

this environment was made 

use of. Whether in the woodlands, or on the heaths and grasslands, or 

along the streams, plant communities had to live under the stress of 

grazing, with very little in the way of added nutrients or other 

‘improvements’.  Plants that adapted to these conditions gave rise to 

remarkable landscapes and natural communities. 
 

Field Gentian 

(Gentianella campestris) 

has almost vanished  

from the rough grazing of 

lowland Britain (along 

with most of the rough 

grazing).  It is widespread 

on the Forest, at least one 

population running to 

tens of thousands. 
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But from the 17th century onwards, the subsistence pastoral economy 

was under attack in Europe from those who thought there were better 

ways to use the land, and saw commoning practices as little more than 

devastation and abuse.   By the 19th century on parts of the Continent, 

many peasants were almost at war with the state and lived semi-

criminalised lives.  In the end, it was farming economics and technology 

as much as state force that led to the now almost universal collapse of 

commoning. 
 

What this has meant to lowland Britain, as elsewhere, is the near-

complete disappearance of the wood-pastures, heaths, unimproved 

grasslands and mires that once wove an extensive thread through many 

counties. With the end of grazing, commons have tumbled down to a 

dense, monotonous scrubby woodland or come to be dominated by a 

few vigorous species such as Purple Moor-grass.  Even when free of the 

pressure to build or quarry, scraps of unused common cannot escape the 

effects of nearby drainage or the run-off from intensive agriculture. 

There are a few sizeable blocks left in counties like Dorset and Norfolk, 

but nowhere has a big, working system of common grazing like the 

New Forest – and one would have to travel far in Europe now to find 

anything to compare. 
 

The New Forest is a large, diverse, 'joined up' landscape 
 

In most temperate parts of the world, natural communities tend to 

diversity, with the rarer specialist species exploiting the niches which 

exist within the matrix of the dominating few.  It is hard for such 

diversity to survive on small patches of ground, where the physical 

environment may vary little, any special niche may be unique, and the 

land use is often all of a piece.  Small parcels of wild land are therefore 

English Eyebright 

 (Euphrasia officinalis subsp. anglica)  

is one of the few plants that is endemic to Britain.    

It is listed as ‘Endangered’  

on the British Red Data List;  

but huge populations survive in the New Forest, 

often in grass heath  

that has been heavily modified in the past  

and has now reverted to a more natural condition. 
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vulnerable to catastrophic events, while large and diverse areas can 

show remarkable resilience under the most dynamic conditions, as 

long as recolonisation from nearby remains possible. Over recent 

centuries the Forest has experienced undergrazing, overgrazing, 

burning, turf stripping, ploughing, reseeding, liming, aerodrome 

building, quarrying, car park building, afforestation, deforestation, 

drainage and rewetting, and on a return to less disturbed conditions has 

not only bounced back but sometimes responded with astonishing new 

communities of native plants. The number of plant species lost in this 

time is tiny.  Meanwhile, in county after county elsewhere, scores of 

once common plants have dwindled and vanished from the neglected 

or obliterated rough grazing and the suburbanised village greens. 
 

Can the Forest maintain its importance for plant life? 
 

I would give a cautious ‘yes’, provided that commoning can continue 

to be at the very heart of the Forest's maintenance and raison d'être.  It 

is pastoralism that has given the Forest its special character and 

assemblages of specialist plants.  When any other interest such as state 

forestry has a dominating hand, practices and priorities change and 

something is lost.  But the often uneasy yet fruitful balance of interests 

is increasingly threatened by the inexorable urbanisation of its 

hinterland.  Whether through appalling property prices, the difficulties 

of keeping stock safe, or the conversion of lay-back land to 

recreational horse-keeping, commoning is all too easily pushed to the 

margin.  The demands of a growing recreation-seeking public that 

likes the landscape but has little interest in its history and detail, and 

the urges of a public sector looking for ways to satisfy them and so 

justify its existence or support its budget, could leave us with a 

hollowed-out Forest whose individuality is lost as its small 

components fade away. 

Photo: Graham Long 
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RARE-BREEDING  
IN THE NEW FOREST 

by Graham Long 
 

Tricia Olorenshaw is one of a group of stockholders across the Forest 

now raising a rare breed.   Wanting some ten years ago to add sheep to 

her ponies, and with a strong conservation interest in mind, she chose 

Soay as the breed to work with on her holding buried in woodland on 

the outskirts of Minstead.    
 

All Britain’s threatened sheep breeds are ‘natives’, and are divided into 

several categories, one being the primitives, in which the Soays belong.   

In the show ring the different categories often compete, simply through 

lack of entry numbers, but properly they do belong in separate classes.   
 

Soays originate from the island of that name in the St. Kilda complex 

and archaeological evidence suggests that animals very similar to 

present day Soays were among the first sheep to be brought to Britain 

somewhere about 3000 B.C. Those settled in more inhabited areas were 

interbred and the more familiar 

regional breeds eventually 

emerged.   The gene pools within 

the flocks on remote islands, 

however, were to a considerable 

extent protected from such 

‘development’. Island sheep such 

as Soays are indeed primitives.   
 

When the St. Kilda islands were 

abandoned in the 1930s, Laird of 

Macleod and then the Marquis of 

Bute purchased the remaining 

stock and transferred them to the 

island of Hirta where they flourished.  Twenty years earlier, the Duke of 

Bedford had also established a breeding flock.  These two flocks are the 

origins of many of those now found in rare breed farms and parks.   
 

Traces of Soay can be seen in some of the short tail breeds, while tan-

faced breeds such as the Portland and Exmoor Horn carry Soay genes 

within their make-up.   The Soay is a smallish animal, with a very agile 

 

5 year old black ewe. 
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body, long legs and short tail.   When fully grown it is under 60 cm tall 

at shoulder height and weighs about 38 kg.  A ram has broad down-

curved horns that don’t spiral.  The general fleece colour is chocolate 

brown but lighter shades are found, and some animals are black. 
 

Soays have reputation for being intelligent sheep, with distinctive habits 

that make them attractive to watch but somewhat challenging to 

manage.  Anyone who has watched Adam Henson work with his sheep 

on Countryfile will know how difficult some of them can be to catch 

even when you have a well-trained dog to assist you.   The small flock 

keeper without one needs either to be extremely nimble or to have a 

well worked out strategy for dealing with them.  Soays are excellent 

mothers, and their built-in ability to survive on very rough grazing 

makes them ideal for scrub control in conservation projects, provided 

the areas are very well fenced.   
 

Tricia enjoys her Soays and has achieved considerable show ring 

success with them.   At Ellingham Show they have gained the Primitive 

Championship two years running, while at the Royal Berkshire Show 

one of her ewe lambs won the 

Primitive Championship and then 

went on to win the Supreme 

Championship.   She aims to be 

showing at the New Forest Show, 

at Ellingham, and possibly at 

Romsey ‒ all, of course, 

dependent on the condition of the 

animals at the time of the shows.   

Why keep them at all?  Well, as 

the Rare Breeds Preservation 

Trust puts it, the UK’s rich and varied livestock heritage should be 

valued and conserved as a vital genetic resource for future generations 

and the benefit of agriculture.   A few acres in the New Forest, and a lot 

of effort, can make a useful contribution to this.  
 

Whether or not you are an animal buff, do drop by to give Tricia a word 

of encouragement.  Getting stock ready for a show is costly and time-

consuming but our country fairs and shows would not be the same 

without such contributions.  Please do your bit to make it worthwhile 

for all those who make that effort for us all.  

Black ewe with tan shearling to rear  

and chocolate brown lamb. 
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MAMMALS IN THE NEW FOREST 
 

The New Forest is a mosaic of diverse habitats and home to a 

fascinating range of British mammals such as badgers, hedgehogs, deer 

and water voles. The Mammal Society is running the Mammal Watch 

South East (MaWSE) project to increase public awareness and 

engagement in mammal monitoring for conservation. We are collecting 

records for a South East Mammal Atlas, and sightings from the New 

Forest will be an important contribution to this. 
 

The MaWSE project has created a ‘Mammal Tracker’ app, available 

free on android and iphone devices. It is a brilliant educational tool to 

help people identify and easily submit records of mammals when they 

are out and about. The app can be used 

anywhere, whether you’re in your garden, 

walking your dog or on your way to work. 

All records will be checked by our local 

experts before they are added to our atlas. 
 

The ‘Mammal Tracker’ app is perfect for 

helping you to separate two species 

commonly confused with each other, such as 

the water vole and the brown rat. They are 

similar sized species, often seen near rivers 

and streams and both have a dark brown 

coat. However, they can be distinguished 

between by their tails: the brown rat has a 

long, hairless tail whereas a water vole has a 

long furry tail. There are many annotated 

images on the app to help you determine 

which species you have seen and submit 

your record. 
 

To get involved and start submitting your own records, visit 

www.mammal.org.uk/mawse, or contact the project officers Richard 

Austin and Louise Sleeman at 

mawse@themammalsociety.org 

for more information. 
 

 

Richard Austin 

http://www.mammal.org.uk/mawse
mailto:mawse@themammalsociety.org
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YOUR LETTERS 

Names with memories 

Belonging 

Long ago, a day in autumn.  The sky was deep blue, leaves swirled in a soft 

breeze.  Passing Cadman’s Pool, our images were reflected.  I was bringing 

our herd home.  Twenty cows with calves.  Just me, my horse and my dog.  

The happiness and peace will not now ever be repeated.  We belonged, 

worked and lived in our little world.  We belonged to the forest, the forest 

belonged to us.  Now, when I get back from near or far, and even if the event 

has been of tremendous value, I heave a deep sigh of relief when I am back in 

the Forest.  Despite no peace and continual government interventions, I am 

still at home only in the NEW FOREST. 

                                                                                                     Pam Bagguley 

I very much enjoyed the latest edition of the newsletter but note your spelling 

of Roydon.  When I was growing up in the Forest the accepted spelling was 

Royden. I can remember thinking it was different from Croydon.  

In the article on Brockenhurst Park, Lovely Cottage won the Grand National 

in 1946 and, although he was owned by Mr Morant, the trainer was Mr 

Rayson. Apparently Mr Rayson was taken ill at Liverpool and was unable to 

watch the race.  Incidentally, my parents backed the horse because they had 

just bought Ramley Cottage in Pennington. 
 

                                                                                                   Daphne Du Pre 

Editor’s Note   There appears to be a difference of opinion over spelling.  In some of 

our internal documents, it is always spelt Royden.  However, on the Ordnance Survey 

sheets it is spelt Roydon, the form used by the Hampshire & Isle of Wight Wildlife 

Trust.  In The New Forest Book, edited by James O'Donnald Mays and published by 

New Forest Leaves, Burley in 1989, there is an extract from William Allingham's 

Diary of the late 1800s which uses Royden.  The index, though, refers to Roydon. 

Panorama at Roydon Woods  Photo: Graham Long 
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A WALKER’S DILEMMA 
 

Imagine the scene.  A pleasant Sunday afternoon, a few weeks after the 

incessant rains had stopped, what better than a nice walk in the Forest?  

The ground has dried out to such an extent on the higher areas that 

leaves scuff and the lichens crunch under foot.  The new bracken has 

yet to appear but the grass is just beginning to look as though it might 

nourish the animals.  The brambles are forming early flower buds while 

overhead the bright greens of the young silver birch fronds contrast 

with clear blue sky, broken by intermittent puffy white clouds.   What 

better to lift the spirits, and so think many.  There are lots of people out 

and about. 
 

Close to the car park there’s a large well-organised family party 

enjoying a picnic, with windbreaks erected and a large mobile BBQ 

emitting enticing odours.   Close by, there’s a Forestry Commission 

post with a notice setting out in basic form some of the regulations for 

using the area.   Does anyone ever read them? 

In the other direction, 

several hundred metres 

from the road there’s 

another scene.   It’s still 

a family picnic, but the 

car’s on the open forest 

which it has crossed to 

get there.  It’s  parked on 

top of grazing.  There’s 

an open fire, set close to 

a tinder dry bank with a lot of shrubbery, and dead material at its base.   
 

Concerned?  Of course!  Tackle it head on?  Official advice from the 

Commission is don’t.  Even on a Sunday, there are staff on duty.  To 

contact them, call the out of hours service on 02380 283141. If you 

can’t get a reply, call the           Duty Officer on 07836 652346 for general 

concerns, and the Fire Duty Officer on 07771 666605 if you spot a 

wildfire, describe as accurately as you can what you have seen and 

where you have seen it ‒ if you can GPS a grid reference so much the 

better ‒ and leave them to deal with it.   

Graham Long 
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NEW FOREST ASSOCIATION 
www.newforestassociation.org 

 
 

Who’s Who & Contact Details 
 

 

Patron                        

 
President                    

                          
                       

 

Chairman                  
                       
                       

 

Vice                            
Chairman                    
 

Hon.                        
Secretary               
 
 
 

Hon.   
Treasurer  
 
 

Council Members 
 

   Mark Abbott, Bernie Austin, Graham Baker, Geoff Barnes, Emma Blake,  
   Maureen Bromley-Smith, Clive Chatters, Jonathan Cox, Roly Errington,  
   John Fawcett, Eve Gillmon, Alan Goodfellow, Gale Gould, Keith Howe, 
   David Humbert, Graham Long, Dionis Macnair, Anne Millar, Bob Morris,  
   Leo Randall, Richard Reeves, Neil Sanderson, Brian Tarnoff, Jenni Tubbs,  
   William Ziegler. 

 

Committee Chairmen 
 

   Finance and General Purposes  -  John Ward (acting) 
   Land Management  -  Brian Tarnoff 
   Planning  -  Graham Baker 
 

Newsletter     Graham Long, 12 Burgate Fields, Fordingbridge, SP6 1LR  

Editor              Tel:  01425 653718  email: grahamlong@waitrose.com  

 

Contributions for the Autumn 2014 issue  
should be sent via email to the Editor at grahamlong@waitrose.com    

Deadline: 30 September 2014 

 

Belinda, Lady Montagu 
 
Oliver Crosthwaite Eyre, Warrens Estate Office,   
Bramshaw, Lyndhurst, SO43 7JH    
Tel: 023 8081 3955    email: eyre@bramshaw.co.uk 
 

Vacant 
email: chairman@newforestassociation.org 
 

 
 

John Ward, 34 Avenue Road, Lymington, SO41 9GJ 
Tel: 01590 671205  email: johnontrike@yahoo.co.uk  
 

Michael Chilcott, Penny Cottage, Silver Street,  
Emery Down, Lyndhurst, SO43 7DX  Tel: 02380 282532 
email: secretary@newforestassociation.org 
 

Brandy Gill  
Roe Beech, Lyndhurst, SO43 7DA  
email: brandy_gill@hotmail.com 
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Opinions expressed in the NFA newsletter  
are not necessarily those of the New Forest Association. 
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Deadline: 30 September 2014. 

Shappen Farm,  

a 'typical Forest commoner's holding'. 

The well at Shappens Bottom.  
(story on page 9) 

MEMBERSHIP  
Minimum Subscription Rates for 2014 

 

Ordinary member—payment by Bankers Order—£15 pa  
(Ordinary member—payment by cheque—£17 pa)  

Joint member £25 (£29)   Junior member £7.50 (£8.50) 
Life member £300  

Please consider paying by Bankers Order  
and, wherever possible, completing a Gift Aid Declaration 

For Bankers Order forms, please contact 

Juliet Lynn  
NFA Membership and Accounts  

14 Shrubbs Avenue, Lymington, SO41 9DJ  
  

 To download an application form  

please visit www.newforestassociation.org  


